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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY
B.A. Honours PART-I Examinations, 2016

HISTORy-HONOURS

PAPER-HI SA-I
Time Allotted: 4 Hours Full Marks: 100

The figures in the margin indicate.full marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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Answer Question No.1 and any four questions from the rest.
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1. Answer any four questions from the following:

~~-~_~m~:
5x4 = 20

(a) What do you understand by Neolithic Revolution?

~~~~~~?

(b) Comment on the religious life of the Harappans.

~;jt<n~Cl't'51 ~ ~<qC~'51'e~ ~ ~ I

(c) What was the significance of the 'Sabha' and 'Samiti' during the Vedic
period?
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. (d) Write a note on Ajivika sect.

'OIl~R"~~~~~~~1

(e) What is meant by Ashtangika marga?

''OIllf't'' ~'if'~?

(f) Distinguish between Stupa and Vihara.

~9f~RQj~~~~~m9M~1

(g) Discuss briefly the impact of Huna invasion during the Gupta period.

~~ ~~ l('f 'OIli!l"~c~~ ~m9f 'OIl<P1l1)~l~ I

(h) Comment briefly on the position of women in ancient Indian Society.

~ 181~~~~ "ill~C~~~ ~m9f 'OIl<P1l1)~l~ I

Group-B
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Answer any four questions from the following

Mfflil~ Clf-~ $It ~ m lfl'e
20x4 = 80

2. How far literary sources are important in reconstructing the history of
ancient India?

20

3. How were the Harappan cities planned? Describe their salient features.

~~~~ 9jRl"fil~ ~C~~a,?~m~~~ 'OI1ca,lb~1~ I
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4. Examine the problem of locating the original homeland of the Aryans.

'OIl(C~~• <U>j~~~'OI<l~C~~~ mm~ I
20
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5. Discuss the social, economic and religious background of the rise of
protestant religious movement in ancient India.

~ ~ ~. '6llC""tl"'1C"'I'SI>jl~l~<p, ~ '0 • C~~ '6l1C"'11b"'ll
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20

6. Explain the main features of Mauryan administration. Can it be described as
a centralized bureaucracy?

~!f"11>jC"FSI~~~~~1 ~~f<1r4<p~~'6l1~171~11I~~?
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7. How far was the imperial policy of the Kushana rulers moulded by
economic factors?

20

8. What were the different policies adopted by Samudragupta to establish his
supremacy over his contemporaries?

>j~>jl~m<p WjMo>j~rA.~'O~ ~~ Ml?!lC'I1'S1~. ~~ ~ ~ * ~'f
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20

9. Discuss the rise of Gauda as a regional power under Sasanka.

1Cf-11~'!I~~~~~.~~~'6l1C"'11b"'ll~1

20

10. Assess the growth and evolution of Pallava art and architecture.

9fJR"iC~m '0 ~~mM '0 M;Q\6'C"'l'll~~ I

20
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